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Abstract 

This study exploits a natural experiment in the province of Ontario, Canada to identify 
empirically the impact of pay-for-performance (P4P) incentives on the provision of targeted 
primary care services, and whether physicians’ responses differ by age, size of patient 
population and baseline compliance level. We use administrative data that covers the full 
population of Ontario and nearly all the services provided by practicing primary care 
physicians in Ontario. We employ a difference-in-differences approach that controls for 
selection on observables and selection on unobservables that may cause estimation bias. We 
implement a set of robustness checks to control for confounding from other contemporaneous 
interventions of the primary care reform in Ontario. The results indicate that responses were 
modest; further, physicians responded to some of the financial incentives but not others. The 
differential responses appear related to the cost of responding and the strength of the evidence 
linking a service with quality. 
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1. Introduction 

Pay-for-performance (P4P) is now embraced by many as a critical component of health care 

reform, especially as part of the effort to improve the quality of health care services. P4P 

programs have been established in several countries, including the U.S., U.K., Canada, 

Australia, Haiti and other nations (Frolich et al. 2007). In the U. S. as of 2005, at least 100 

nationwide P4P initiatives had been sponsored by health plans, employer coalitions and the 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (Baker and Carter 2005). Initially, most of the 

P4P programs were targeted at primary care physicians affiliated with Health Maintenance 

Organizations. Since 2004 there has been significant expansion of P4P programs to specialists 

and hospitals, which use more sophisticated measures for performance assessment (Rosenthal 

and Dudley 2007, Baker 2004, Baker and Carter 2005). The British National Health Service 

(NHS) introduced a pay-for-performance contract for family practitioners in 2004 which 

linked physician income to performance with respect to 146 quality indicators relating to 

clinical care for 10 chronic diseases, the organization of care and patient experience (Doran et 

al. 2006).  

The rationale for employing P4P incentives to induce desired physician behaviour 

comes primarily from principal-agent theory and incentive-contract theory (Baker 1992; Hart 

and Holmstrom 1987; Milgrom and Roberts 1992; Prendergast 1999; Stiglitz 1974), which 

argues that performance-based contracting can induce agents to improve performance when 

payment is based on achieving pre-specified performance targets. But using P4P programs to 

motivate health care providers’ behaviour is controversial. Advocates argue that P4P can fix 

many long-standing deficiencies in health care systems, especially the too-common failure to 

deliver appropriate and evidence-based care. The belief is that, by making payments at least 

partly contingent on indicators of high-quality care, P4P programs will induce providers to 

improve health care quality (Rosenthal and Frank 2006). However, critics argue that: P4P 

programs are not as effective as commonly claimed; that they create unintended consequences 

(e.g., the relative neglect of aspect of care not subject to incentives (Rosenthal and Frank 

2006; Mullen et al. 2010) and gaming behavior (Hutchison 2008; Shen 2003; Richards 2009; 

Doran et al. 2008; Gravelle et al. 2010)); and that they are costly per unit of change attained 

(Christianson et al. 2008; Lewis 2009).  

 Because economists model physicians as utility-maximizers with multiple objectives, 

theoretical predictions about physician responses to P4P incentives are ambiguous due to 

counteracting income and substitution effects (McGuire and Pauly 1991; McGuire 2000). 

Furthermore, in addition to income and leisure, physician utility functions are often posited to 

include non-pecuniary factors such as medical ethics, professional autonomy and social status, 

and altruistic concerns about patient outcomes (Scott 2001; Eisenberg 1985; Eisenberg 1986). 
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As a result, physicians are less likely to respond to financial incentives when a falling 

marginal utility of income renders income less attractive in relation to other objectives 

(McGuire 2000). Moreover, P4P incentives in health care are often embedded within complex 

compensation systems and provider organizations (Conrad and Christianson 2004; Frolich et 

al. 2007), where physicians face different incentives from multiple payers and operate in 

highly regulated settings. The effect of P4P incentives can thus be mitigated by other 

incentives. Therefore, how physicians respond to P4P incentives remains an empirical issue.  

 Though the literature is growing, relatively few empirical studies provide convincing 

evidence of how performance incentives influence physician delivery of targeted services. 

Studies based on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have limited generalizability due to the 

small scale of the experiments; many observational studies suffer from poor study-design. 

Furthermore, the findings from the existing empirical studies are mixed and inconclusive. Of 

those that find an effect, many find that physicians respond to some of the incentives but not 

others; and for the subset of incentives that did improve performance, the magnitude of the 

improvement is often modest. (We discuss these studies, and others, in more detail below.) 

 This study exploits a natural experiment in the province of Ontario, Canada to   

identify empirically the impact of pay-for-performance incentives on the provision of targeted 

primary care services. Specifically, it addresses the following two questions: 1) Does P4P 

stimulate the delivery of targeted health care services by primary care physicians?; and 2) Are 

P4P incentive effects heterogeneous across physician and practice characteristics? Ontario’s 

P4P scheme rewards family physicians (FPs) and general practitioners (GPs) when they 

achieve targeted levels of service provision5. Primary care reform in Ontario provides a good 

setting that allows us to employ a difference-in-differences approach to control for potential 

sources of bias when identifying the effect of P4P incentives on physician behaviour. The 

policy intervention exposed some, but not all, of the GPs in Ontario to P4P incentives. 

Therefore, the GPs who were not eligible for the P4P incentives constitute a natural 

comparison group for our study design. Also, the timing of the P4P implementation allows us 

to mitigate confounding of other attributes of primary care reform interventions with P4P. 

The majority of the GPs joined the primary care reform practice models prior to the 

introduction of the pay-for-performance incentives. Using a difference-in-differences design 

with individual-fixed effects allows us to disentangle the impact of P4P incentives from the 

effect induced by other policy changes.   

The analysis exploits administrative data that covers the full population of the 

province of Ontario, nearly all GPs and over 98% of all services provided by these GPs both 

before and after implementation of the P4P incentives. The population-based nature of the 

                                                            
5 For ease of exposition, for the rest of the paper we will refer to both FPs and GPs as “GPs”. 
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data provides us with a large sample size, while the rich content of the data allows us to 

address a variety of potential biases. The universal public insurance and single-payer system 

in Canada provides a further advantage for identifying the P4P incentive effects. In multiple-

payer settings, such as the U.S., as Robinson notes (Robinson 2001), comprehension and 

compliance to any payment mechanism will be undermined when physicians face different 

incentives from multiple insurers or organizations. Therefore, the estimates of the P4P 

incentives from the U.S. studies are expected to be biased towards zero. In Ontario, however, 

physicians face only a single public payer. 

 This study also examines the heterogeneity of the P4P incentive effects across 

different physician types and different practice characteristics. We expect the impact of P4P 

incentives to be heterogeneous because the benefits and costs of responding to P4P incentives 

vary across physicians, services and practices. We compare the incentive effects across 

physician age, across practices that differ in patient population size, and across practices with 

different baseline levels of service provision.   

 

2. Empirical Evidence on Physician Response to P4P 

A large body of empirical studies has examined the effect of financial incentives on physician 

behaviour. There is considerable evidence that physicians respond to the incentives embedded 

in different payment schemes (Hickson et al. 1987; Hurley et al. 1990; Krasnik et al. 1990; 

McGuire 2000; McGuire and Pauly 1991; Nguyen and Derrick 1997; Scott and Shiell 1997; 

Yip 1998). There is less evidence on physician responses to explicit financial incentives in the 

form of targeted performance payments intended to guide specific behaviours. 

We identified through a literature search and the references in recent survey papers 

(Rosenthal and Frank 2006; Christianson et al. 2008; Petersen et al. 2006; Town et al. 2005; 

Armour et al. 2001) thirty studies of physician responses to explicit, targeted financial 

incentives. Among the thirty studies, eight are based on RCTs and twenty-two are based on 

observational designs.  

 Three RCTs (Grady et al. 1997; Hillman et al. 1998; Hillman et al. 1999) did not 

detect any significant effect on physician compliance with cancer screening, pediatric 

immunization and mammography referrals of P4P bonuses alone or bonuses combined with 

performance feedback. Two RCTs (Fairbrother et al. 1999; Fairbrother et al. 2001) found that 

a P4P bonus and a bonus with performance feedback increased documented coverage levels 

for childhood immunization, but the measured increase was primarily due to better 

documentation rather than better immunization practices. Similarly, an RCT of bonus 

payments for smoking cessation clinics (Roski et al. 2003) found a significant improvement 

in documentation of patient smoking status and in providing advice to quit, but no effect on 
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quitting rates. The other two RCTs showed a significantly positive effect of using bonus 

payments at the clinic level: Kouides et al. (1998) found that influenza immunizations 

increased rates by 7 percent; Lawrence et al. (2008) found that the clinics with P4P payments 

had higher rates of referral to tobacco quit-line services than the clinics without payments.  

 Although RCTs are often deemed the “gold standard” for identifying the causal 

effects, these RCTs often suffer from small sample sizes (all of them included fewer than 100 

physicians or practices) and the multi-faceted nature of the interventions (e.g., bonuses 

bundled with performance feedback or education) limits their generalizability to the most 

common types of P4P schemes and makes it impossible to disentangle the pure P4P financial 

incentives effects from the effects of other quality management tools.  

 The observational studies are mostly based on pilot pay-for-quality programs or 

quality-improvement initiatives adopted by health plans in the U.S. and U.K.. Doran et al. 

(2006) evaluated the effect of the nationwide P4P program introduced by British NHS in 

2004. The study was based on only a single cross-section (April 2004-March 2005) and so 

could only establish an association between reported achievement and the P4P contracting, 

not the causal effect. The median reported achievement was 83.4 percent, but because a wide 

range of initiatives had been introduced in the U.K. since 1990, including limited use of 

financial incentives, the high levels of quality attained in 2004/05 may just reflect 

improvements that were already under way (Campbell et al. 2007).  

 Campbell et al. (2007; 2009) used a before-after design to examine the effect of 

U.K.’s P4P incentives on quality indicators for asthma, coronary heart disease, and type-2 

diabetes. Campbell et al. (2007) measured these quality indicators two times before (1998 and 

2003) and one time after the P4P contracting (2005), compared the quality score predicted by 

the 1998-2003 trend against the observed quality score in 2005, and found that P4P was 

associated with a modest acceleration in improvement for two of these three conditions, 

diabetes and asthma. Campbell et al. (2009) extended the analysis to 2007 and found that by 

2007 the improvement rate was unchanged for asthma and diabetes and actually fell for heart 

disease as compared with the period before the P4P scheme was introduced. Since P4P 

contracting is offered to all GPs in the U.K., neither study could include a plausible control 

group against which to compare changes in service provision. Other studies based on the 

same P4P scheme in the U.K. (Millett et al. 2007; Steel et al. 2007;Vaghela et al. 2009) 

examined the effect of P4P incentives on other quality indicators such as smoking cessation 

and hypertension outcomes and found statistically significant increases in these quality 

indicators after the introduction of this P4P scheme. They suffer from the same problem of 

identification thus fail to provide reliable evidence as they employ only simple before-after 

analysis.    
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Evidence of P4P incentives from the U.S. is rapidly growing. Many studies employed 

only simple before-after mean comparison or trend comparison (Cutler et al. 2007; Levin-

Scherz et al. 2006; Pearson et al. 2008; Young et al. 2007); others do not provide any 

counterfactual comparison group (Amundson et al. 2003; Boland et al. 2010; Chung et al. 

2010; Coleman et al. 2007; Lester et al. 2010; Mandel and Kotagal 2007). Some of the 

programs were targeted at health plans or clinics instead of individual physicians, so the lack 

of individual-level data makes it difficult to draw inference on physician responses to P4P 

incentives (Felt-Lisk et al. 2007; Gavagan et al. 2010). Furthermore, results are often limited 

by the small size of these programs (Beaulieu and Horrigan 2005). 

Perhaps the strongest evidence on the effects of P4P programs in the U.S. is from two 

observational studies drawn from the P4P initiatives introduced by PacifiCare Health Plan, a 

large network Health Managed Organization. The first (Rosenthal et al. 2005) examined the 

effect of Quality Incentive Programs (QIP) provided by the PacifiCare Health Plan to medical 

groups in California in 2002 for cervical cancer screening, mammography and haemoglobin 

A1c tests. Using a difference-in-differences design, it found that performance improved for 

cervical cancer screening, not for mammography and the haemoglobin A1c test. The second 

study (Mullen et al. 2010) built on the first paper and examined the effect of QIP incentives 

and another larger P4P program by the Integrated Healthcare Association. It produced mixed 

results: a positive effect only for cervical cancer screening but no effect for mammography, 

the haemoglobin A1c test and asthma medication. Overall, the study concluded that the P4P 

scheme resulted in neither a major improvement in quality nor a notable disruption in care 

(which some hypothesized would be a negative side effect). 

The findings from these empirical studies suggest that the evidence of physician 

responses to P4P incentives is mixed and inconclusive. Physicians respond to some P4P 

incentives but not others. In general, physicians’ responses to these financial incentives is of 

modest size with no evidence of ultimate health improvements for the patients.  

 

3. Ontario’s Natural Experiment 

3.1 Background: Primary Care Reform  

The province of Ontario, Canada has, over a number of years, launched a series of primary 

care reform (PCR) models intended to improve quality by: 1) providing P4P incentives to 

stimulate the delivery of targeted services; 2) converting from traditional fee-for-service (FFS) 

payment to a blended payment method; 3) integrating primary care physicians, nurses and 

other professionals into more collaborative, multidisciplinary teams (Wilson 2006). Different 

PCR models have been introduced at different times for different purposes. This study 

focuses on four PCR models: the Family Health Network model (FHN), the Family Health 
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Group model (FHG), the Comprehensive Care Model (CCM) and the Family Health 

Organization (FHO). Unlike traditional fee-for-service practice, all four PCR models offer 

enrolment to their patients (required for FHNs, CCMs and FHOs; optional for FHGs), provide 

comprehensive care, and impose requirements on GPs to provide a minimum of after-hours 

care. But there are minor differences among the four PCRs with respect to the base funding 

scheme, group size requirement and patient roster size restrictions. At the beginning of the 

study period in April 1998, all but a few hundred primary care physicians in Ontario were in 

the traditional fee-for-service practice; by the end of the study period more than half of these 

GPs converted to a PCR model that included P4P incentives. 

 

3.2 Pay-for-Performance Incentives 

Ontario initially introduced elements of pay-for-performance in primary care in 1999 to some 

small-scale pilot PCR models, but expanded it within primary care in 2004. We focus on two 

sets of P4P financial incentives: one for five preventive care services (Pap smears, 

mammograms, flu shots for seniors, toddler immunizations, and colorectal cancer screening); 

and a second for services in six areas of care of interest to the Ontario Ministry of Health and 

Long-Term Care: obstetrical deliveries, hospital services, palliative care, office procedures, 

prenatal care, and home visits. Table 1 lists the details of the performance-based incentives . 

 

3.2.1 P4P Incentives for Preventive Care 

The P4P incentives for the five preventive care services include two components: a contact 

payment and the cumulative preventive care bonus payment. The contact payment pays a 

PCR practice $6.86 for each eligible patient in the target population that it contacts to 

schedule an appointment for one of the defined preventive care services. The cumulative 

preventive care bonus payment rewards PCR practices for achieving high rates of coverage in 

the PCR’s practice populations for the targeted preventive services.  

 The P4P bonus payment for each preventive service is made on March 31 of each 

year based on the proportion of a physician’s eligible and rostered patients who received the 

targeted service during the eligible period of time. The payment increases as a physician’s 

coverage proportion reaches pre-specified thresholds. For Pap smear, for example, the bonus 

payments are $220, $440, $660, $1,320, and $2,200 respectively if the coverage rate among 

rostered female patients aged 35 to 69 reaches 60-64 percent, 65-69 percent, 70-74 percent, 

75-79 percent and 80 percent or more. Although the payment is based on the performance of 

individual physicians, whether the payment is made directly to the individual physician varies 

across the four PCR models. The payment is made to the physician’s PCR practice for GPs in 
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a FHN; the distribution of the bonus payments is determined by the practice6. Physicians in 

FHGs, CCMs and FHOs receive the payment directly. 

 

3.2.2 P4P Special Payments 

The special payments are structured differently. In each case, a physician receives a fixed 

payment if service provision for a targeted service reaches a single, minimum absolute level 

during the preceding fiscal year (April 1 to March 31). Depending on the service, the 

minimum is defined variously in terms of number of services, dollar value of services, 

number of patients, or a combination of these factors. For example, if a physician provides 

five or more obstetrical deliveries to five or more patients in a fiscal year, the physician 

receives a fixed payment of $5,000. Special payments for all six designated services are made 

directly to the physician. 

 

3.3 Eligible Physicians 

Not all GPs in Ontario were eligible for these financial incentives. These financial incentives 

were offered only to physicians practicing in a PCR practice. Physicians who remained in 

traditional fee-for-service practices were not eligible to receive the P4P incentives. Eligibility 

for the incentives differed by PCR models (see Table 2).  

Because only some physicians in Ontario were eligible for these P4P incentives, the 

policy intervention serves as a natural experiment that we can exploit to identify the causal 

effect of the incentives. Specifically, we assess the impact of P4P incentives using a 

difference-in-differences framework comparing the responses of the GPs exposed to the P4P 

incentives with those not exposed to the P4P incentives.  

As is common, however, the natural experiment poses some challenges for 

identification. Physicians were not randomly assigned to the PCR models, leading to possible 

selection bias if we use simple difference-in-differences mean comparison. In addition, the 

PCR model practices differ from the traditional fee-for-service practice with respect to more 

than just eligibility for the P4P incentives, including the general payment scheme, practice 

composition, after-hour services and patient enrolment requirement (Table 3).  

We use several identification strategies to mitigate selection bias and control for 

confounding effects. As described in the methods section below, eligibility for the incentive 

payments is not perfectly confounded with joining a PCR: some GPs joined a PCR model 

                                                            
6 Beginning in 2006, if there is unanimous agreement among the physicians in a FHN practice, the 
practice could request that the payments be made directly to its individual physicians rather than the 
FHN. We have no information on the number of practices that have exercised this option.  For ease of 
exposition, for all incentives we refer to “whether a physician receives a payment” even in those 
instances when the payment was made to the practice rather than the physician. 
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before they became eligible for bonus payments (unaware that they would later become 

eligible for such payments). This enables us to distinguish the effects of the incentive 

payments from the effects of joining a new practice model. Furthermore, variation in general 

payment schemes and practice settings among the four PCR models themselves provides us 

an opportunity to disentangle the effect of P4P incentives from that of other primary care 

reform features. 

 

4. Data  

4.1 Data Sources 

The study draws primarily on administrative databases of the Ontario Ministry of Health and 

Long-Term Care: the claims database allowed us to identify all services provided by every 

primary care physician in Ontario; the enrolment database allowed us to match every 

beneficiary to a physician enrolled in a PCR practice; the registered persons database 

provided us with the characteristics of each practice’s patient population; and the provider 

database allowed us to identify if a GP was enrolled with any of the PCR models at any point 

in time during the study period. By linking these databases (using anonymous encrypted 

identification numbers) we construct, for each primary care physician in the province of 

Ontario, a measure of their practice population each year and a record of all services received 

by those patients during the period 1998/99 to 2007/08.  

 

4.2 Study Sample 

The unit of analysis is a physician. The analyses focus on community-based GPs that do not 

specialize in a subset of services. We used to following criteria to select the study sample: (1) 

include physicians who are GPs throughout the study period; (2) exclude part-time GPs who 

billed less than $30,000 each year; (3) include only GPs who had at least two consecutive 

years of practice before the study period; (4) include GPs for whom office-based 

consultations accounted for the majority of their activities; (5) exclude locums as they are not 

eligible for the bonuses; (6) exclude GPs affiliated with practice models other than FFS or the 

four PCR models included in our analysis; (7) exclude GPs who switched back and forth 

multiple times between FFS and PCR practices. Table 4 documents how many physicians 

were excluded by the various criteria when they were applied in the order listed. After 

applying these criteria, we obtained a core sample of 2,185 GPs.  

 Since the eligibility criteria and implementation dates for the 11 P4P incentives  differ 

across the four PCR models, the composition and the final sample size of the treatment and 

comparison groups vary by the P4P incentives. The compositions of comparison and 
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treatment groups as well as the final sample sizes are presented in Table 5, divided into three 

subsets of targeted services.   

 

4.3 Variable Specification 

4.3.1 Physician Responses 

Analyzing the impact of the incentive payments requires that we identify each GP’s practice 

population on March 31 of each year. Different methods were used to define practice 

populations for physicians in FFS and physicians in a PCR. Physicians in traditional FFS 

practice do not roster patients. We defined the practice population for these physicians using 

the validated methodology developed in Hutchison et al. (1997). A physician’s practice 

population is defined as all individuals for whom the physician billed OHIP for at least one 

visit during the previous fiscal year plus all additional patients for whom the physician billed 

OHIP for at least one visit in each of the two preceding fiscal years. Patients who met these 

criteria for more than one physician were assigned to the physician who billed for the largest 

number of visits; if the number of visits was equal, assignment was based on the physician 

with the most recent visit. Physicians participating in PCR models have both rostered (the 

sizable majority) and non-rostered patients. In this case we define the practice population as 

the set of rostered patients (as indicated by the Ministry’s enrolment database) plus non-

rostered patients as assigned by the Hutchison et al. algorithm.  

Service provision (the dependent variable) was measured differently for the 

preventive care services and the services targeted by special payments. For the five preventive 

care bonuses, the dependent variable of each targeted service is defined, as of March 31 each 

year, as the proportion of a GP’s practice population that received the service in question 

during the relevant period prior to that March 31st. For PCR GPs, this variable is constructed 

using data from rostered patients only because the Ministry’s criterion for payment of the 

bonus is defined in reference to rostered patients only. We conduct a sensitivity analysis (see 

Section 6.2.3 below) using an alternate dependent variable that includes both the rostered and 

non-rostered patients for GPs in PCR models, which matches more closely the practice 

population as defined for FFS physicians 7 . For the six special payments the dependent 

variable for each designated service is defined dichotomously, taking on the value of 1 if the 

physician’s service provision met the criteria for the special payment of interest, and 0 if it did 

not. 

                                                            
7 It is possible for individuals to obtain a mammogram and the senior flu shot in specialized clinics for 
which the data are not included in the claims database. For mammograms we were able to merge 
individual-level utilization data from these specialized clinics into our analysis database and thereby 
capture all mammograms in the Province. We were not able to do this for the senior flu shot shots 
obtained in such clinics. This limits our ability to obtain an unbiased estimate of the P4P incentive 
effects for this service. We will return to this limitation in the methods section below. 
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4.3.2 Independent Variables 

We constructed a treated/comparison dummy indicating if a GP was ever eligible for the 

incentives during the study period, a pre- and post- dummy indicating if an observation was 

from a period before or after the implementation of P4P incentives, and a treatment dummy 

which takes on the value of 1 when a GP was eligible for the incentive during the time period 

in question. In addition, we included a set of variables that represent both the supply-side and 

demand-side factors affecting service utilization, including characteristics of a physician and 

the physician’s practice and basic information of the physician’s patient population. Physician 

characteristics are physician age, sex, years in practice, activity level measured by total value 

of claims submitted each year, and a set of work-load variables including days of work, 

number of patient visits and number of patient visits per working day. Practice-specific 

variables include: practice model (FFS, FHN, FHG, CCM and FHO), size of patient 

population, and a set of practice location characteristics measured by Metropolitan Influence 

Zone (MIZ) categories and the Rurality Index of Ontario (RIO). The MIZ categories indicate 

the degree of influence that metropolitan areas have on the geographic location of a practice; 

the RIO score indicates the degree of rurality of a practice location. We also control for the 

mean age of a physician’s patient population and the proportion of female, infant and elderly 

patients in the patient population. The detailed covariate definitions are listed in Appendix 1.    

 

4.3.3 Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables  

Table 6 presents sample descriptive statistics at the pre-intervention baseline, defined as of 

March 31, 2003, disaggregated by the comparison group and the incentive group. 8  The 

comparison-group GPs differ at baseline from the incentive-group GPs. First, incentive-group 

GPs are younger and have fewer years of practice experience than comparison-group GPs. 

This is not surprising because we expect that younger GPs are more likely to join PCR 

practices since their cost of joining is likely smaller than for an established GP. Second, 

incentive-group GPs include a higher proportion of females than comparison-group GPs. This 

might reflect the age structure of the incentive group GPs: female doctors constitute a larger 

proportion of the younger doctors and we have already inferred that younger doctors are more 

likely to join the PCR. Third, for all five bonuses and the special payment on palliative care, 

incentive-group GPs worked more days and worked more intensively than comparison-group 

GPs before the intervention, and they had larger sizes of patient population. But this pattern is 

reversed for the other five special payments for obstetrical deliveries, hospital services, office 

                                                            
8As noted above, the definition of the control groups differs slightly across some of the incentives, but 
the patterns are so similar across the cases that we have collapsed them into one table. 
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procedures, prenatal care and home visits. For the five bonuses and the special payment on 

palliative care, the patient population demographics are similar between incentive and 

comparison groups, except that the incentive-group GPs have patient populations with 

slightly more female and infant patients. For the other five special payments, the incentive 

group GPs similarly have patient populations with slightly more female and infant patients, 

but they also have an older patient population. Finally, incentive-group GPs are more 

homogenous (as indicated by smaller standard deviations) than comparison-group GPs.   

 

5. Empirical Methods 

5.1Addressing Possible Sources of Bias 

As described above, the policy intervention in Ontario serves as a natural experiment that we 

can exploit to identify the causal effect of P4P incentives. However, voluntary participation 

generates non-random assignment of GPs to treatment, invalidating the simple difference-in-

differences approach (Meyer 1995). As documented above, at the pre-intervention baseline 

GPs who joined PCR models differ from those who stayed in FFS. These differences might 

cause estimation bias generated by both selection on observables and selection on 

unobservables. We discuss in Section 5.2.1 below the empirical strategies used to mitigate 

selection bias.  

In addition, two sources of possible confounding are of concern in this setting. The 

first arises because PCR models differ from FFS practices in more dimensions than eligibility 

for P4P incentives, and responses to incentives may be confounded by these differences. 

Second, service utilization may be affected by other policy initiatives targeted at the same 

services as those eligible for the P4P incentives. Bias would result if there was an interaction 

between these other initiatives and practice type. The potential sources of this type of 

confounding and the strategies we use to control for them are described in Section 5.2.2 

below. 

 

5.2 Identification Strategies 

5.2.1 Strategies to Mitigate Selection Bias 

We control for important physician and practice characteristics that are potentially correlated 

with the self-selection process and that may influence the provision of the targeted services. 

To address selection bias generated by unobservable characteristics, we employ a difference-

in-differences approach with individual fixed effects. This reduces selection bias to the extent 

that the unobserved characteristics that determine both the self-selection into PCR models and 

the outcomes are physician-specific and time-invariant. 
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 The fixed effects specification, however, cannot control for unobserved temporal 

individual-specific components that affect the selection into the treatment and comparison 

groups (Blundell and Costa Dias 2000). This could be a problem if some GPs self-selected 

into PCR models because of temporary shocks that are directly related to the targeted health 

care services. This, however, should not be a major concern in this study. A very small 

proportion of GPs converted from a FFS practice to PCR models and then back to FFS, which  

suggests that these choices are not driven by short-term shocks. The incentives themselves are 

a possible shock that could drive both practice choice and service utilization, but two facts 

suggest that this is not a problem. Most of the treatment group GPs converted to a PCR 

practice a number of years prior to becoming eligible for the P4P incentives. Hence, the 

incentives cannot be an underlying reason for conversion behaviour. In addition the monetary 

values of the P4P incentives constitute a relatively small proportion of the total income of 

GPs and would be unlikely to prompt a major change in practice organization.  

 

5.2.2 Strategies to Control for Confounding Effects 

Potential confounding may arise because PCR practices have features (beyond the P4P 

incentives) not found in traditional FFS practices. We control for this type of confounding in 

the following ways. First, the differential timing of eligibility for the P4P incentives across 

the PCR models created essentially three types of physicians: a non-incentive group, incentive 

group 1 and incentive group 2 (see Figure 1). The non-incentive group consists of the GPs 

who remain in FFS over the entire study period and were never eligible for the incentives. 

They constitute the primary comparison group in the difference-in-differences design. 

Incentive group 1 consists of the GPs who joined a PCR model and simultaneously became 

eligible for the P4P incentives. This group of physicians can be used as part of the treatment 

group but for them the P4P incentive effect is perfectly confounded with participation in the 

PCR model. Incentive group 2 --- the large majority of physicians exposed to the treatment --- 

consists of GPs who joined a PCR model before the P4P incentives were introduced. For this 

group, the P4P incentives are not perfectly confounded with participation in a PCR practice, 

allowing us to separate the effect of the incentives from the other features of PCR practices. A 

second strategy exploits differences across the PCR models to mitigate confounding from 

some specific PCR attributes. For example, to rule out the possibility that responses to P4P 

incentives are driven in part by the general payment scheme, for some analyses we restrict the 

treatment GPs to those in PCRs funded mainly by fee-for-service and compare their 

behaviour with the FFS comparison group GPs. If we still observe a difference in responses, 

we can conclude that it is not likely that the general payment scheme is causing the observed 

P4P incentive effects. 
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An additional source of possible confounding is other policy initiatives that could 

influence the level of utilization of targeted preventive care services during the study period. 

This is of greatest concern for senior flu shots, breast cancer screening and colorectal 

screening. The Province has invested heavily in its universal flu vaccination program since 

2000, both in making the flu shot available through special clinics and in promoting the 

uptake of the flu shot more generally. The Province has also promoted mammogram-based 

breast cancer screening through the Ontario Breast Screening Program, which offers 

specialized clinics for mammograms. And beginning in 2004 Ontario launched a pilot 

program to encourage colorectal cancer screening; in 2007 launched an expanded, population-

based colorectal cancer screening program (“ColonCancerCheck”) in collaboration with 

Cancer Care Ontario. However, none of these initiatives are specific to patients in PCR 

practices: they offer services to all eligible Ontario residents. Consequently, the inclusion of 

the fee-for-service comparison group controls for the general impact of these programs on the 

receipt of the respective services through GP offices as long as they affected provision 

equally for physicians in the comparison and treatment groups. A problem arises only if there 

is an interaction effect between these programs and treatment/comparison status. One concern 

for flu shots is that physicians eligible for incentive payments may have differential incentives 

to encourage their patients to receive the service through the GP office (and captured by the 

OHIP database) rather than one of the specialized clinics (not captured by OHIP). Because we 

do not capture flu shots provided in specialized clinics,  in the presence of a differential 

incentive, this omission would lead to an over-estimate of the effect of the flu-shot incentive. 

Finally, the identification of the difference-in-differences with individual-fixed 

effects approach is based on the assumption of a parallel trend between treatment and 

comparison groups. In order to control for possible different time trends across treatment and 

comparison groups, we use the difference-in-differences adjusting for differential trends 

approach as suggested by Bell, Blundell and Reenen (1999). This model relaxes the 

assumption of parallel trends between the comparison and treatment group GPs when these 

differential trends have different impacts on the outcome between the P4P system and the 

non-P4P system. 

 

5.3 Empirical Specifications 

5.3.1 Simple Difference-in-Differences with Pooled Data 

The effect of each P4P incentive can be estimated by comparing the treatment and 

comparison group before and after the exposure to the incentives.  Consider the model: 

   ,      1  

where Yitj is the utilization score of service j for physician i in fiscal year t; Xit is a set of 

covariates; Tt is a pre-/post-dummy equal to 1 in the post-period and 0 otherwise; Di is a 
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treated/control dummy  equal to 1 if GP i is in the treatment group and 0 otherwise; Tt*Di is 

the treatment variable taking on a value of 1 if GP i was exposed to the P4P incentives at time 

t, θtj is a set of year dummies; µitj is the idiosyncratic term. The estimated coefficient, δj 

indicates the difference-in-differences (DID) P4P incentive effect. The above model is 

estimated by a pooled linear- or nonlinear-panel-data model. 

 To account for possible serial correlation of the dependent variable over time, we 

adjust the standard errors by clustering at the individual physician level. This mitigates the 

over-rejection problem for DID estimates (see Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan 2004) when 

the inference of the regular t-statistic is based on unadjusted standard errors9.  

 

5.3.2 Difference-in-Differences with Individual Fixed Effects  

In order to control for fixed unobserved factors that could influence both selection into a PCR 

model and provision of the targeted services, we include a set of individual-specific fixed 

effects: 

   ,      2  

where φij is a set of physician dummies. The above model is estimated by a fixed-effects 

linear- or nonlinear-panel-data model.  

 

5.3.3 Difference-in-Differences with Differential Trend Model 

To relax the parallel trend assumption we use the difference-in-differences with 

differential trend model suggested by Bell, Blundell and Reenen (1999). This specification 

assumes that: 

             1
             0

 ,       3  

where eit captures the unobservables and the noise, mt is an unobserved trend. If the P4P GPs 

and the non-P4P GPs have different trends, the impact of these trends is allowed to differ 

across the two groups, which is captured by kp and kn
10 .We follow the regression 

operationalization of Wagstaff and Moreno-Serra (2009). Incorporating the assumption 

described in (3), we obtain the following model: 

   ,    4  

                                                            
9 We use the “cluster” option in STATA estimation commands to adjust for standard errors for 
intragroup correlation among observations over time for each physician. As Bertrand et al. noted 
(Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan 2004), this type of adjustment works well when the number of 
clusters is large (e.g. N is greater than 50). Our sample size (number of physicians) is sufficiently big 
for this adjustment to mitigate this problem.  

10Note that P is the subscript for the “P4P” group trend; N is the subscript for the “Non-P4P” group 
trend. 
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which can be estimated by a fixed effects model including year dummies and year dummies 

interacted with the treatment dummy, i.e. 

 .    5  

In the above model the impact of P4P incentives varies over time, but the average 

impact of P4P incentives can be estimated as: 

Mean P4P impact =  
∑

.     (6) 

Because the parallel trend assumption implies kp = kn, this assumption can be tested 

by testing the nonlinear restriction: 

∑
∑

∑
∑

∑

∑
0 .         7  

Non-rejection of the hypothesis would suggest that kpj = knj and provide evidence in favour of 

the parallel trend assumption. 

 

6. Empirical Results 

6.1 The Contact Payment Incentive  

We can only document the extent to which GPs contacted patients to arrange the receipt of 

preventive services for the period after the identifying codes were introduced in the fee 

schedule. Table 7 presents the proportion of eligible physicians who submitted at least one 

claim for contacting a patient to arrange an appointment to deliver a preventive care service.   

Two things are noteworthy: (1) the rate of uptake is relatively low — with the exception of a 

couple of years for the senior flu shot, less than 45% of eligible physicians submitted even a 

single claim; (2) and there is no noticeable upward trend — in fact, the proportion has been 

falling in recent years for 4 of the 5 services. An examination of the mean number of claims 

for each service indicates that the mean number of claims per eligible physician is fewer than 

20 for all services except senior flu shots; even for senior flu shots the mean exceeds 100 for 

only one year during this period. Overall, there appears to have been little response to these 

contact incentive payments. 

 

6.2 Estimation Results for the Preventive Care Bonuses 

6.2.1 Estimates for the Full Sample  

Table 8 presents the estimates of the P4P incentive effects for the five preventive care 

bonuses based on three difference-in-differences models for the full sample. Column (a) lists 

the baseline compliance level of each targeted service, which is defined as the average 

utilization rate of this service in 2003. Panels (b), (c) and (d) present the estimates of the P4P 

incentive effects based on a difference-in-differences with the pooled OLS model, a 

difference-in-differences with individual fixed effects model, and a difference-in-differences 
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with differential trend model, respectively. The marginal effect estimates based on a 

difference-in-differences with the pooled OLS model indicate that the bonus payment 

increased the provision of Pap smears and colorectal cancer screenings by 3.1% and 9.5% 

respectively, but had no statistically significant effect for senior flu shot, toddler 

immunizations and mammograms. After we account for the individual fixed effects though, 

the marginal effect estimates show that the bonus payment had a statistically significant effect 

on the provision of senior flu shots, Pap smears, mammograms and colorectal cancer 

screenings; its effect on toddler immunizations is not statistically significant11. The absolute 

level of increase in compliance is 2.8%, 4.1%, 1.8% and 8.5% for senior flu shots, Pap smears, 

mammograms and colorectal cancer screenings, respectively. The estimates based on a 

difference-in-differences with the differential trend model are consistent with those from the 

individual fixed effects model while indicating slightly larger effects for all five services. 

Panel (e) of Table 8 presents the test statistic and the p-value from the nonlinear 

restriction test on the parallel-trend assumption as described in Equation (7). The results 

indicate that the null hypothesis of a common trend between the P4P GPs and non-P4P GPs is 

not rejected at the 5% level for senior flu shots, toddler immunizations and mammograms but 

is rejected for Pap smears and colorectal cancer screenings. Even though the parallel trend 

assumption does not hold for some services, the magnitude of the estimated incentive effects 

is similar across these two models.  

 

6.2.2 Robustness Checks with Alternative Samples 

As a robustness check, for the five preventive care bonuses we restrict the treatment group to 

PCR GPs who joined PCR practices before becoming eligible for P4P incentives. Panel (b) in 

Table 9 presents the estimated P4P incentive effects from a difference-in-differences with 

individual fixed effects model based on this restricted treatment group. The estimated P4P 

incentive effects are robust to this refinement of the treatment group.  

 We also used a falsification test to check whether the observed incentive effects are 

linked to the base payment scheme to which the bonuses are added, which differs between 

most treatment and comparison physicians. To do this we restrict the treatment group to GPs 

working in PCR practices that are paid primarily by FFS. Panel (d) of Table 9 presents the 

                                                            
11 As noted by Moulton (1986, 1990), and Donald and Lang (2007), in regression models with mixture 
of individual and grouped data, the failure to account for the presence of common group errors can 
generate estimated standard errors that are biased downward. Our DID estimates may suffer from this 
problem if physicians in the same practice have correlated standard errors. Accordingly, adjusting the 
standard errors for clustering by practice (instead of clustering by individual physician) could correct 
for the over-rejection problem with our DID estimates. We were precluded from doing this, however, 
because for FFS GPs and CCM GPs we were unable to identify which specific practice physicians 
were in. As a result, the statistical significance of our current estimates might be overstated. 
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results for this test, and indicates that refining the treatment group in this way does not change 

the estimates of the incentive effects from those based on the full sample.  

 

6.2.3 Sensitivity Analyses on the Study Design 

We conducted several sensitivity analyses to address limitations of the study design and 

assumptions. The first sensitivity analysis tests the impact of alternative ways to define the 

denominator for service rate calculations. Specifically, we redefined the denominator for PCR 

practices to include both rostered and non-rostered patients. The second sensitivity analysis 

tests for possible effects arising from the use of “tracking codes” by PCR physicians for 

patients who receive a service at specialized clinics rather than the GP’s office (an option not 

available to FFS physicians), which may create bias.12 A third sensitivity analysis tests the 

possible impact of the requirement that FHG and CCM physicians need to reach a minimum 

patient roster size to be eligible for the preventive care bonuses. We estimate the incentive 

effects over only the subset of FHG and CCM physicians with rosters over the minimum 

threshold at the time of the bonus introduction. As a fourth sensitivity test, we drop the 

transition year in which each treatment GP became eligible for the P4P incentive (since this 

year may be subject to more noise).  

 For the last three sensitivity analyses, our results show that there is no change in the 

significance and the magnitude of the P4P incentive effects, reassuring the validity of our 

study design. For the first sensitivity analysis, the magnitude of the estimated incentive effect 

is slightly larger with the redefined dependent variable, an effect we attribute to a selection 

introduced by our algorithm of assigning non-rostered patients to PCR practices —the non-

rostered patients within a PCR physician’s patient population that are assigned by our 

algorithm are utilizers of the services and thus are more likely to receive preventive care 

services from this physician.13 

 

6.3 Estimation Results for the Special Payments 

Table 10 presents the estimated P4P incentive effects for the six special payments based on 

the difference-in-differences pooled logit model. Column (a) lists the baseline compliance 

level of each targeted service, which is defined as the proportion of GPs whose pattern of 

service provision in 2003 exceeded the special payment target level. For the special payments 
                                                            
12 Since the tracking code is only available for PCR GPs, there is some chance that we have a more 
comprehensive count of which patients received a service when a patient is enrolled in a PCR than 
when in a FFS practice (this is likely most important for flu shot and not much of an issue for other 
services). However, our sensitivity analysis results showed that how tracking codes are handled in the 
construction of our dependent variables does not affect the estimates of the P4P effects. 

13 We do not present the results of the sensitivity analyses in this paper in the interest of space. The 
estimation results are available in Li, Hurley, DeCicca and Buckley (2011). 
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we were able to estimate only the simple pooled difference-in-differences model, because 

there are far fewer GPs in the treatment groups. We present the results separately for the 

subsets of GPs who became eligible for these incentives in 2005, 2006 and 200714 in panel (b), 

(c) and (d) respectively. The marginal effect estimate indicates the absolute change in the 

proportion of physicians whose service provision is predicted to exceed the target level as a 

result of the special payments. There is no statistically significant incentive effect that is 

consistent over these three subsamples for any of these special payments15. Overall, the 

results suggest little if any response to the special payments: all the estimates are small and 

not statistically different from zero. 

 

6.4 Testing Heterogeneous Responses by Physician and Practice Characteristics 

The first panel of Table 11 presents the estimates the subgroup analyses by physician age for 

the five preventive care bonuses. We see a clear age gradient for Pap smear, mammograms 

and colorectal cancer screenings whereby younger physicians respond more to the P4P 

bonuses than do older physicians. An age-gradient is not discernable for senior flu shots and 

toddler immunizations. For senior flu shots, only middle-age physicians responded to the 

incentives. This suggests that for flu shots the relatively weak overall incentive effect for the 

full sample is driven by the response of the middle-age physicians. For toddler immunizations 

we detect a statistically significant incentive effect in only the oldest age group. 

 The second panel of Table 11 presents estimates by size of patient population. To the 

extent that an association exists, the results indicate that physicians with larger patient 

population sizes tend to be more responsive to the P4P incentives. Although there is no effect 

for toddler immunizations and the significant effect is of the same magnitude across sizes of 

patient population for Pap Smear, for mammogram and senior flu shots, a significant effect is 

present for the largest patient population sizes but not for small and mid-size patient 

populations; for colorectal cancer screenings, the effect size increases with patient population 

size. 

 The third panel of Table 11 presents the difference-in-differences estimates for the 

subgroup analysis by baseline level of compliance. For three of the five services, the response 

                                                            
14 Because P4P GPs became eligible for the special payments in 2005, 2006 and 2007 (except for the 
palliative care special payments, for which most of the P4P GPs became eligible in 2003, 2004 and 
2005), we estimate the difference-in-differences models separately for three subsets of P4P GPs based 
on the year they became eligible for the payments. For the palliative care payment, the results are 
presented separately for the subsets of GPs who became eligible for the incentive in 2003, 2004 and 
2005 instead. 

15 Statistically significant results are found only for one subsample for office procedures and prenatal 
care.  
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is greatest for those physicians with either the lowest levels of baseline provision (senior flu 

shots and mammograms) or the lowest and middle levels (colorectal cancer screenings). 

 

7. Discussion and Conclusions 

Our estimates of the incentive effects indicate that the preventive care bonus payments for 

Pap smears, mammograms, senior flu shots and colorectal cancer screenings have modestly 

improved the performances of GPs. The bonuses on toddler immunizations and the special 

payments on obstetrical deliveries, hospital services, palliative care, office procedures, 

prenatal care, and home visits had no effect on the provision of these targeted services. 

Regression results are consistent and similar in magnitude across the series of difference-in-

differences models used in sequence to partly control for selection on observables and 

selection on unobservables. The results from the robustness checks with alternative study 

samples suggest that it is unlikely that the estimates are driven by confounding effects 

between P4P incentives and other features of PCR practices. The sensitivity analyses also 

indicate that the main regression results are robust to different definitions of dependent 

variables and alternative estimation samples, reassuring the validity of our study design. 

 In general, our empirical results confirm the empirical literature, which indicates 

modest effects of P4P incentives on the quality of health care. As noted above, because we 

could not adjust the standard errors for possible clustering on practice in estimating the 

difference-in-differences models, our estimates likely overstate the statistical significance of 

the P4P incentive effects, reinforcing the general conclusion that these incentives are not very 

effective. Unlike evidence based on P4P programs in the U.S., our findings are derived from 

observations in a publicly funded single-payer system, so the effect of P4P incentives is not 

confounded by multiple payers. The response to the incentives varies across targeted services, 

across physician characteristics and across practice settings: physicians responded to the 

bonuses for preventive care services but not for special payments, physician responses differ 

by physician age and baseline level of service provision. 

 The differing physician responses to the preventive service bonuses and the special 

payments may be due to a number of factors. First, the costs of complying are different for 

these two sets of incentives. Increasing provision of the preventive care services does not 

require special costs in provision and all targeted preventive services are within the expected 

competency of a GP. However, increasing the provision of the services targeted by the six 

special payments would often impose new fixed costs (monetary and otherwise). Obstetrical 

deliveries, for instance, impose costs related to insurance premiums and require a 

commitment to be available for deliveries at all hours of the day. Also, providing services like 

hospital visits and home visits involves additional time costs and re-organization costs (i.e. re-
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organizing one’s schedule for visits). Second, the targeted preventive care services are well-

documented to be effective and consistent with high-quality care. The services targeted by the 

special payments, in contrast, have no strong link to quality of care. Lastly, the preventive 

care bonuses are complementary to other attributes of the PCR models while this is not true 

for the special payments. For example, unlike the physicians remaining in FFS practice, the 

physicians who participated in PCR models were eligible for financial support to adopt 

electronic medical record systems that can provide automatic reminders when a patient should 

receive regularly scheduled services. This feature generally does not apply to the provision of 

special services as it does to the provision of preventive care services.      

 The general take-away message from our empirical results is that physicians do not 

automatically respond to performance-based financial incentives as expected. The modest size 

and heterogeneity of physician responses found in our study suggests that physician 

behaviours may be constrained by a complex set of objectives that we do not directly observe. 

Therefore, more refined analyses on physician health care delivery are warranted to inform 

future implementation of different and customized incentive schemes to elicit desired 

physician behaviours.     

Overall, our results deliver a cautionary message regarding the effectiveness of 

employing pay-for-performance to increase the quality of health care. The overall small 

physician responses indicate the rather low power of using these incentives to motivate high 

quality care. It is possible that the absolute size of the financial incentives for these services in 

Ontario was too small to generate the desired response from the physicians. While true, it 

suggests that the cost of programs with incentives large enough to induce change will be high. 

Tailoring the absolute size of financial incentives for different services according to the 

relative costs of complying may be important. Furthermore, P4P incentives may be most 

effective in those contexts when the targeted performance or tasks are strongly linked to 

professional standards of high quality care. This may limit the scope for broad use of such 

incentives to improve quality.  

Like much of the current literature on P4P, we were unable to include any patient 

health outcome measures, so we relied on only utilization rates or provision levels in our 

analyses. These measures may not be representative of the health care quality per se and 

patient health outcomes would be better indicators of quality. Therefore, it will be important 

to document the effect of P4P incentives on patient health outcomes as such data become 

available in the future. Moreover, it is interesting to test whether there is a “spill-over” effect 

of only rewarding the provision of a small subset of services. Finally, exploring other factors 

that might be complementary to P4P incentives will help us design better P4P programs for 

eliciting optimal behaviour among physicians. 
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Figure 1. Groups of Physicians with Different Timing in PCR Participation and P4P Incentive 
Exposure 
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Table 1. Description of Eleven Financial Incentives under Analysis 

# Financial 
incentive 

Eligibility condition Bonus Payment 

Preventive Care Service Enhancement Payments 
Contact Payment 
             -- payment of $6.86 for each documented contact for eligible patients to obtain the preventive service 
Cumulative Care Preventive Service Bonus 
1 Seniors’ influenza 

immunizations 
Bonus payment based on the proportion of the physician’s 
eligible (aged 65 or more) and rostered patients on March 31 
who received the flu shot in the previous flu season.  

 $220 (60% of patients) 
 $440 (65% of patients) 
 $770 (70% of patients) 
 $1,100 (75% of patients) 
 $2,200 (80% of patients) 

2 Pap smears Bonus payment based on the proportion of the physician’s 
eligible(females aged 35 to 69) and rostered patients on March 
31 who received a Pap smear for cervical cancer screening 
during the last 30 months.  

 $220 (60% of patients) 
 $440 (65% of patients) 
 $660 (70% of patients) 
 $1,320 (75% of patients) 
 $2,200 (80% of patients)

3 Mammograms Bonus payment based on the proportion of the physician’s 
eligible (females aged 50 to 69) and rostered patients on March 
31 who received a mammogram for breast cancer screening 
during the last 30 months.  

 $220 (55% of patients) 
 $440 (60% of patients) 
 $770 (65% of patients) 
 $1,320 (70% of patients) 
 $2,200 (75% of patients) 

4 Toddler 
immunizations 

Bonus payment based on the proportion of the physician’s 
eligible (children aged 30 to 42 months) and rostered patients 
on March 31 who received 5 immunizations by the age of 30 
months.  

 $440 (85% of patients) 
 $1,100 (90% of patients) 
 $2,200 (95% of patients) 

5 Colorectal cancer 
screenings 

Bonus payment based on the proportion of the physician’s 
eligible (aged 50 to 74) and rostered patients on March 31 who 
was administered a colorectal screening test by Fecal Occult 
Blood Testing during the last 30 months.  

 $220 (15% of patients) 
 $440 (20% of patients) 
 $1,100 (40% of patients) 
 $2,200 (50% of patients) 

Annual Special Payments 
6 Obstetrical 

deliveries 
Payment if 5 or more obstetrical services were delivered to 5 or 
more patients in a fiscal year.  

$3,200(increased to $5,000 
in October 2007) 

7 Hospital services Payment if hospital services provided to all patients total at 
least $2,000 in a fiscal year. 

$5,000(increased to $7,500 
in April 2005 for those with 
a Rurality Index of Ontario 
score greater than 45) 

8 Palliative care Payment if palliative care services are delivered to four or more 
patients in a fiscal year. 

$2,000 

9 Office procedures Payment if office procedures provided to enrolled patients total 
at least $1,200 in a fiscal year. 

$2,000 

10 Prenatal care Payment if prenatal care services  are provided to five or more 
enrolled patients in a fiscal year. 

$2,000 

11 Home visits Payment if 100 or more home visits are provided to enrolled 
patients in a fiscal year. 

$2,000 
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Table 2:  Eligibility for Preventive Care Bonuses and Special Payments 
   2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Preventive Care Bonuses 
Senior Flu Immunization. Toddler Immunization, Pap Smear and Mammogram 
   FHN      April 
   FHG           April 
   CCM           April 
   FHO           April 
Colorectal Cancer Screening 
   FHN          April 
   FHG          April 
   CCM          April 
   FHO           April 
 

Special Payments 
Obstetrical Services, Hospital Services, Office Procedures, Prenatal Care and Home Visits 
   FHN      April 
   FHG   - never eligible - 
   CCM   - never eligible - 
   FHO        November 
Palliative Care 
   FHN      April 
   FHG       July 
   CCM   - never eligible - 
   FHO        November 
Note: Date PCR models introduced: FHN: April 2002; FHG: July 2003; CCM: October 2005; FHO: November 2006. 
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Table 3: Key Characteristics of Primary Care Models Included in This Study 

Model  
(Year Introduced) 

Size/Rostering Funding  

Traditional  
Fee-for-service 
(whole period) 

No size regulation 
No rostering  Fee-for-service 

Family Health 
Network (2002) 

Physician: 

 At least 3 GPs    
Rostering: 

 Minimum total roster 
of 2400 for group of 3 

 Financial penalty for 
average rosters > 2400 
per GP 

Blended Capitation: 

 Age-sex adjusted capitation for rostered patients for 57 core services (about 80% of gross income) 
 10% of FFS rate for core services to rostered patients 
 Access Bonus: 20.65% of the base capitation payment less value of outside use by rostered patients 
 Monthly comprehensive care capitation payments for formally rostered patients  
 100% of FFS rate for core services to non-rostered patients up to $45,000 per physician 
 100% of FFS rate for excluded services to either rostered or non-rostered patients 

Family Health 
Group (2003) 

Physician: 

 At least 3 GPs    
Rostering: 

 Voluntary 
 

Blended fee-for-service: 

 100% FFS as usual 
 10% premium on FFS rate for specified comprehensive care services provided to rostered patients 

(Ministry-assigned and formally rostered) 
 Comprehensive care premium  
 Monthly comprehensive care capitation payments for formally rostered patients 
 Some premiums/ bonuses paid only for formally rostered patients 

Comprehensive 
Care Model 
(2005) 

Physician: 

 Solo practice 
Rostering 

 Required 
 No size regulation 

Blended fee-for-service: 

 100% FFS as usual 
 Monthly comprehensive care capitation for rostered patients  

Family Health 
Organization 
(2006) 

 

Physician: 

 At least 3 GPs  
Rostering 

 Required 
 No size regulation 

Blended capitation: 

 Capitation for core services to enrolled patients 
 Access bonus: maximum of 18.59% of the base rate payment less outside use by rostered patients 
 100% FFS for excluded services to all patients and for non-enrolled patients 
 Monthly comprehensive care capitation payments for formally rostered patients  
 100% of FFS rate for core services to non-rostered patients up to $45,000 per physician 
 100% of FFS rate for excluded services to either rostered or non-rostered patients 

Note:  Some of these elements were present for different periods for the different PCR model
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Table 4. Criteria for Selecting the Sample of GPs for Analysis 

Criterion Rationale 
Resulting 

Sample Size 
All Ontario physicians present in claims data at 
any point between April 1998 and March 2008  

 37,422 

Exclude physicians not present in all 10 years of 
the study period 

Exclude physicians who began to practice 
later than April 1998 or who interrupted 
their practice or who left the Province 
during the study period 

-  21,415 
= 16,007 

Exclude physicians whose specialty is not 
general/family practice during entire study 
perioda 

Only GPs are eligible for incentives; we 
exclude those billing as GP while attaining 
specialization 

-  8,533 
= 7,474 

Exclude physicians who billed less than $30,000 
annually 

Exclude part-time physicians 
- 1,304 
= 6,170 

Exclude physicians without two consecutive 
years of practice before start of study (i.e., April 
1996 to March 1998) 

Exclude new GPs who are newly 
establishing their practice at the start of the 
study period  

- 3,835 
= 2,335 

Exclude GPs for which billings for visits 
constitute less than 70% of activity, and GPs for 
which billings for visits constitute less than 50% 
of all activity and a single non-visit category 
(e.g. some ophthalmology services) constitutes 
over 15% of activity 

Exclude GP specialists whose main 
activity is other than providing traditional 
family medicine visits and consultations 

-  95 
= 2,240 

Exclude locums Locums are not eligible for the incentives 
-  19 

= 2,221 

Exclude GPs affiliated with the following 
primary care groups: RNPGA, HSO, PCN, 
SEAMO, GHC or ICHAb 

Such GPs did not submit claims data or 
submitted only shadow billing claims; 
available data are insufficient for the 
analysis 

-  32 
= 2,189 

Exclude GPs who converted between FFS and 
PCR practices for more than one time during the 
study period 

Such GPs do not represent typical 
observations in service provision 
behaviour 

- 4 
= 2,185 

aA physician’s specialty was defined as the specialty under which the largest share of services were 
billed.   
bRNPGA: Rural and Northern Physician Group Agreement; HSO: Health Service Organization; PCN: 
Primary Care Network; SEAMO: Southeastern Ontario Medical Organization; GHC: Group Health 
Centre; ICHA: Inner City Health Associates. 
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Table 5: Definitions and Sample Sizes of Comparison and Treatment Groups for each 

Performance Incentive 

Preventive Care Incentives 

Senior Flu Shot, Toddler Immunization, Pap Smear, Mammogram 

Comparison Group  FFS  433 physicians 

Treatment Group 

 FHN starting from April 2002 
 FHG starting from April 2007 
 CCM starting from April 2007 
 FHO starting from April 2007 

1,722 physicians 

Colorectal Cancer Screening 

Comparison Group  FFS  427 physicians 

Treatment Group 

 FHN starting from April 2006 
 FHG starting from April 2006 
 CCM starting from April 2006 
 FHO starting from April 2007  

1,730 physicians 

Special Payments 

Obstetrical Care, Hospital Services, Office Procedures, Prenatal Care, and Home Visits 

Comparison Group 

 FFS 
 FHG 
 CCM 

1,962 physicians 

Treatment Group 
 FHN starting from April 2002 
 FHO starting from November 

2006  
218 physicians 

Palliative Care 

Comparison Group 
 FFS 
 CCM 

560 physicians 

Treatment Group 

 FHN starting from April 2002 
 FHG starting from July 2003 
 FHO starting from November 

2006  

1,596 physicians 
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Table 6. Descriptive Statistics in the Pre-intervention Period: Comparison and Incentive 
Groups 

 Comparison Group  Incentive Group  Equal 
Means

Equal 
Variance

 Mean Median St. Dev  Mean Median St. Dev  p-value p-value 

           
Preventive Care Incentives for Senior Flu Shot, Toddler Immunization, Pap Smear, Mammogram, Colorectal 

Cancer Screening and Special Payment for Palliative Care  
          
Physician Characteristics          
   Age 54.0 54.0 10.8  49.0 49.0 8.4  0.000 0.000 

   Female 0.213 - -  0.270 - -  - - 

   Years Licensed 22.1 20.0 11.6  18.1 16.0 8.8  0.000 0.000 

Practice           

    Size 1,408 1,345 668  1,605 1,572 573  0.000 0.000 

    Patient Age 39.7 39.3 8.5  38.6 38.0 6.2  0.000 0.000 

    Proportion Female 0.528 0.493 0.121  0.544 0.506 0.111  0.000 0.000 

    Proportion Infants 0.016 0.014 0.014  0.023 0.021 0.014  0.000 0.009 

    Proportion Elderly 0.144 0.119 0.111  0.135 0.119 0.079  0.000 0.000 

Workload           

    Annual Workdays 250.6 249.8 44.2  263.7 261.8 38.8  0.000 0.000 

    Annual Visits 7,663.0 7,337.8 3,531.0  8,466.2 8,307.5 3066.3  0.000 0.000 

    Visits/Workday  30.3 29.1 12.8  31.9 31.0 10.2  0.000 0.000 

           
Special Payments for Obstetrical Care, Hospital Services, Office Procedures, Prenatal Care, and Home Visits  
          
Physician Characteristics          
   Age 50.2 50.0 9.3  47.8 47.0 8.1  0.000 0.000 

   Female 0.255 - -  0.284 - -  - - 

   Years Licensed 19.1 17.5 9.6  17.8 15.0 8.8  0.000 0.000 

Practice           

    Size 1,571 1,526 608  1,497 1,491 478  0.000 0.000 

    Patient Age 38.8 38.2 6.9  39.1 38.8 5.3  0.091 0.000 

    Proportion Female 0.538 0.500 0.114  0.565 0.528 0.102  0.000 0.000 

    Proportion Infants 0.021 0.019 0.014  0.027 0.025 0.013  0.000 0.000 

    Proportion Elderly 0.136 0.117 0.088  0.151 0.147 0.069  0.000 0.000 

Workload           

    Annual Workdays 260.8 260.3 40.4  264.2 261.8 38.9  0.000 0.018 

    Annual Visits 8,392 8,209 3,230  7,424 7,383 2,415  0.000 0.000 

    Visits/Workday  31.9 31.0 10.9  27.8 27.8 7.4  0.000 0.000 

Notes: the null hypothesis of the t-tests on the equality of means is that the variable has the 
same mean for the treatment and comparison groups; the null hypothesis of the F-tests for the 
homogeneity of variances is that the variable has the same standard deviation for the 
treatment and comparison groups. 
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Table 7:  Proportion of Eligible Family Physicians who Submitted at Least One Claim for a 
“Contact Incentive Payment”  

  Pap Smear Mammogram 
Senior Flu 

Vaccine 
Toddler 

Immunization 

Colorectal 
Cancer 

Screening 

2003-/04 0.43 0.30 0.22 0.17 - 

2004-/05 0.28 0.19 0.62 0.13 - 

2005-/06 0.44 0.36 0.62 0.06 0.02 

2006-/07 0.37 0.27 0.47 0.06 0.18 

2007-/08 0.30 0.25 0.40 0.04 0.19 

 
Note: Only physicians in FHNs were eligible from 2003-/04 to 2005-/06 for the contact incentive 
payments; FHN and FHO physicians were eligible for 2006-/07 and 2007-/08; FHGs and CCMs were 
never eligible during the study period; they became eligible April 1, 2008.  FFS physicians were never 
eligible and remain ineligible. 
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Table 8:  Main Results:  Preventive Care Bonuses, Estimated Marginal Effects, Difference-in-Differences Models-- Full Sample 
 

   DID with pooled OLS model  
DID with physician-specific 

fixed effects model 
 

DID with differential trend 
model 

 Specification test 

 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e) 

 
Baseline 

Compliance 
in 2003 

 
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample 
size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

R2  
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample 
size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

R2  
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample 
size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

R2  
Wald 
Test 

Statistics 
P-value 

Senior Flu 
Shot 

0.554  0.013 
(0.010) 

19,866 
(2,029) 

0.371  
0.028*** 
(0.007) 

19,866 
(2,029) 

0.470  
0.036***    
(0.009) 

19,866  
(2,029) 

0.469  2.71 0.100 

Toddler 
Immunization 

0.543  -0.007      
(0.013) 

16,826 
(1,999) 

0.278  
0.011       

(0.011) 
16,826 
(1,999) 

0.356  
0.004       

(0.014) 
16,826 
(1,999) 

0.356  0.66 0.417 

Pap Smear 0.589  0.031*** 
(0.006) 

19,926 
(2,029) 

0.433  
0.041*** 
(0.004) 

19,926 
(2,029) 

0.115  
0.050*** 
(0.006) 

19,926 
(2,029) 

0.115  12.17 0.001 

Mammogram 0.646  0.004 
(0.007) 

19,888 
(2,029) 

0.351  
0.018*** 
(0.005) 

19,888 
(2,029) 

0.158  
0.022***   
(0.006) 

19,888 
(2,029) 

0.158  1.44 0.230 

Colorectal 
Cancer 
Screening 

0.150  0.095*** 
(0.009) 

19,918 
(2,027) 

0.217  
0.085*** 
(0.005) 

19,918 
(2,027) 

0.373  
0.113***   
(0.006) 

19,918 
(2,027) 

0.379  66.30 0.000 

 
*** Indicates statistical significance at the 1% level; ** indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; * indicates statistical significance at the 10% level.
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Table 9:  Robustness checks:  Preventive Care Bonuses, Estimated Marginal Effects, Difference-in-Differences Estimator with Physician-
specific Fixed Effects—Alternative Estimation Samples 

 

   
GPs who joined PCR before introduction 

of bonuses as treatment group 
   

GPs in PCR models funded primarily by fee-
for-service as treatment group 

 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d) 

 
Baseline 

Compliance 
in 2003 

 Marginal Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 
R2  

Baseline 
Compliance 

in 2003 
 

Marginal Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 
R2 

Senior Flu Shot 0.561  
0.028***        
(0.007) 

19,073  
(1,948) 

0.468  0.554  
0.024***         
(0.007) 

18,550  
(1,893) 

0.471 

Toddler 
Immunization 

0.548  
0.010         

(0.011) 
16,162   
(1,919) 

0.356  0.543  
0.010         

(0.011) 
15,669   
(1,863) 

0.352 

Pap Smear 0.591  
0.041***   
(0.004) 

19,130   
(1,948) 

0.117  0.589  
0.040*** 
(0.004) 

18,607   
(1,893) 

0.111 

Mammogram 0.653  
0.017***   
(0.005) 

19,093   
(1,948) 

0.152  0.646  
0.018***   
(0.005) 

18,569   
(1,893) 

0.163 

Colorectal 
Cancer 
Screening 

0.144  
0.079***   
(0.006) 

13,158  
(1,341) 

0.364  0.150  
0.085***   
(0.006) 

17,778   
(1,808) 

0.355 

 
*** Indicates statistical significance at the 1% level; ** indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; * indicates statistical significance at the 10% level. 
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Table 10:  Main Results:  Special Payments, Estimated Marginal Effects, Difference-in-Differences Estimator (No Physician-specific Fixed 
Effects) 

   GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 
2005 

 
GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 

2006 
 

GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 
2007 

 (a)  (b) (c) (d)
 Baseline 

Compliance 
in 2003 

 
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

Pseudo
R2 

 
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

Pseudo 
R2 

 
Marginal 

Effect   
(St. Error) 

Sample size: 
# obs 

(# GPs) 

Pseudo
R2 

Obstetrical 
Services 0.043  

-0.0004   
(0.005) 

19,934  
(1,998) 

0.302  
-0.004       
(0.004) 

20,187  
(2,025) 

0.308  
0.013       

(0.024) 
20,196  
(2,028) 

0.302 

Hospital 
Services 0.272  

-0.013       
(0.035) 

19,777  
(1,985) 

0.481  
-0.005       
(0.074) 

20,052  
(2,012) 

0.482  
-0.019      
(0.037) 

20,138  
(2,021) 

0.482 

Office 
Procedures 0.405  

0.006    
(0.064) 

19,897  
(1,995) 

0.167  
0.075    

(0.127) 
20,175  
(2,022) 

0.171  
-0.141***    

(0.053) 
20,209  
(2,026) 

0.165 

Prenatal 
Care 0.544  

0.314***    
(0.107) 

19,857  
(1,991) 

0.295  
0.106    

(0.070) 
20,109  
(2,016) 

0.295  
0.184    

(0.127) 
20,151  
(2,020) 

0.294 

Home Visits 
0.045  

0.007    
(0.007) 

18,814  
(1,893) 

0.225  
0.003    

(0.012) 
19,251  
(1,934) 

0.230  
0.084    

(0.078) 
19,557  
(1,961) 

0.226 

 
  

GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 
2003 

 
GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 

2004 
 

GPs Eligible for Special Payments in 
2005 

Palliative 
Care 0.011  

0.009    
(0.012) 

9,681   
(1,078) 

0.305  
0.004    

(0.005) 
8,495       
(946) 

0.347  
0.032    

(0.031) 
9,928    

(1,104) 
0.301 

 
*** Indicates statistical significance at the 1% level.
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Table 11: Estimated Marginal Effects:  Preventive Care Bonuses by Physician Age, Practice Size, and Baseline Level of Compliance, Difference-
in-Differences Estimator with Physician-specific Fixed Effects 

 By Age  Practice Size  Baseline Compliance  

 GP 
Age 

Baseline  
in 2003 

Marg. eff. 
(St Err) 

R2  Size Baseline 
in 2003 

Marg. eff. 
(St Err) 

R2  Quartile Baseline 
in 2003 

Marg. eff. 
(St Err) 

R2  

Senior Flu 
Shot 

< 40 

40-55 

> 55 

0.549 

0.577 

0.537 

0.024  
(0.022)  

0.049***  
(0.010)     
-0.001 
(0.010) 

0.48 

0.47 

0.47 

 

< 1K 

1K-1.5K 

> 1.5K 

0.547 

0.572 

0.557 

0.025  
(0.016)  
0.017  

(0.012)     
0.031*** 
(0.010) 

0.44 

0.46 

0.49 

 

Q1 (Lowest) 
 

Q2 and Q3 
 

Q4 (Highest) 

0.304 
 

0.593 
 

0.747 

0.036***  
(0.014)  

0.027***  
(0.010)     
0.020 

(0.015) 

0.42 

0.51 

0.49 

 

Toddler 
Immunization 

< 40 

40-55 

> 55 

0.527 

0.577 

0.503 

0.027  
(0.026)     
-0.010  
(0.015)     
0.037* 
(0.020) 

0.56 

0.39 

0.26 

 

< 1K 

1K-1.5K 

> 1.5K 

0.496 

0.560 

0.552 

0.014  
(0.034)     
0.004  

(0.021)     
0.021 

(0.014) 

0.28 

0.32 

0.43 

 

Q1 (Lowest) 
 

Q2 and Q3 
 

Q4 (Highest) 

0.217 
 

0.558 
 

0.838 

0.026  
(0.025)     
0.012  

(0.014)     
0.015 

(0.024) 

0.40 

0.44 

0.30 

 

Pap Smear 

< 40 

40-55 

> 55 

0.620 

0.612 

0.549 

0.059***  
(0.013)  

0.053***  
(0.006)     

0.019*** 
(0.007) 

0.20 

0.14 

0.09 

 

< 1K 

1K-1.5K 

> 1.5K 

0.630 

0.617 

0.564 

0.040***  
(0.011)  

0.038***  
(0.007)     

0.037*** 
(0.006) 

0.10 

0.12 

0.14 

 

Q1 (Lowest) 
 

Q2 and Q3 
 

Q4 (Highest) 

0.374 
 

0.594 
 

0.800 

0.024**  
(0.010)  

0.050***  
(0.006)     

0.038*** 
(0.010) 

0.18 

0.13 

0.14 

 

Mammogram 

< 40 

40-55 

> 55 

0.653 

0.671 

0.625 

0.045***  
(0.016)  
0.016**  
(0.007)     

0.014*** 
(0.007) 

0.26 

0.16 

0.16 

 

< 1K 

1K-1.5K 

> 1.5K 

0.682 

0.673 

0.632 

0.017  
(0.011)    
-0.003  
(0.008)     

0.028*** 
(0.006) 

0.11 

0.20 

0.19 

 

Q1 (Lowest) 
 

Q2 and Q3 
 

Q4 (Highest) 

0.438 
 

0.672 
 

0.829 

0.034***  
(0.009)  

0.018***  
(0.006)     
0.014 

(0.010) 

0.25 

0.16 

0.17 

 

Colorectal 
Cancer 

Screening 

< 40 

40-55 

> 55 

0.187 

0.164 

0.116 

0.147***  
(0.019)  

0.081***  
(0.008)     

0.067***  
(0.008) 

0.48 

0.39 

0.30 

 

< 1K 

1K-1.5K 

> 1.5K 

0.159 

0.145 

0.150 

0.068***  
(0.015)  

0.079***  
(0.010)     

0.090***  
(0.007) 

0.37 

0.38 

0.39 

 

Q1 (Lowest) 
 

Q2 and Q3 
 

Q4 (Highest) 

0.015 
 

0.078 
 

0.428 

0.091*** 
(0.007)  

0.102***  
(0.007)     

0.071***  
(0.015) 

0.41 

0.45 

0.43 

 

*** Indicates statistical significance at the 1% level; ** indicates statistical significance at the 5% level; and * indicates statistical significance at the 10% level.
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Appendix 1-- Independent Variable Specification 

Variable Name Variable Description 

Treatment dummy A dummy variable indicating whether the GP was eligible for the financial incentive in that 
period 

Pre/post dummy A dummy variable indicating whether it is post-intervention period 
Treated/comparison 

dummy 
A dummy variable indicating whether the this physician was ever eligible for bonus/special 
payment during out study period 

Practice model A set of PCR model dummies indicating whether the physician was affiliated with that 
practice model on that date-- five variables 
ffsd: 1 if FFS, 0 otherwise 
fhgd: 1 if FHG, 0 otherwise 
fhnd: 1 if FHN, 0 otherwise 
ccmd: 1 if CCM, 0 otherwise 
fhod: 1 if FHO, 0 otherwise 

Physician age Physician age-- four categories 
doc_age1: physician age < 45; doc_age2: 45 ≤ physician age < 50; doc_age3: 50 ≤ physician 
age < 60; doc_age4: 60 ≤ physician age 

Physician gender Physician gender: 1 if male; 0 if female 
Practice location in 
metropolitan area 

Degree of influence that metropolitan areas have on practice location:  measured by 
Metropolitan Influence Zone (five categories: 0 if CMA, 4 levels otherwise: strong, medium, 
weak, no influence) 

Practice location in 
urban/rural areas 

Degree of rurality of a practice location: measured by RIO score (Rurality Index of Ontario) 
riotype =0 if RIO score > 45; riotype =1 if RIO score ≤ 45   

Years of practice Years since licensing year for a physician as of March 31, 2008 
Log of billings Log of total value of claims submitted by a physician in 1998-/99 

Days of working Total number of days billed in this fiscal year 
Number of visits Total # of patient visits in this fiscal year-- four categories  

sum_visitg1: < 5,000; sum_visitg2: 5,000 ≤ x < 7,500; sum_visitg3: 7,500 ≤ x < 10,000; 
sum_visitg4: ≥ 10,000 

Number of patient visits 
per working day 

Number of visits divided by number of days worked in this fiscal year 

Patient population size Number of assigned patients seen by this physician per year-- four categories 
sum_ptg1: < 1,000; sum_ptg2: 1,000 ≤ x < 1,500; sum_ptg3: 1,500 ≤ x < 2,000; sum_ptg4: 
≥ 2,000 

Average patient 
population age 

Average age of eligible patient population on each snapshot date  

Proportion of females in 
patient population 

Proportion of female patients as of eligible patient population on each snapshot date 

Proportion of children 
in patient population 

Proportion of the eligible patients that are under 2 years of age 

Proportion of elderly in 
patient population 

Proportion of the eligible patients that are over 65 years of age 

Year fixed effects 10 dummy variables for each snapshot year from March 31, 1999 to March 31,  2008 
Geographical fixed 

effects 
49 dummy variables defined by Census Division codes 

 


